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Assessment 1 1

Reading

Read the passage. Then answer the questions that follow.

Worth More Than Gold
by Amy Charles

 1  Every summer, millions of acres of America are green with growing crops. American farmers grow 
wheat, soybeans, corn, and other foodstuffs, and it’s an impressive sight. There’s also something eerie about 
it, though. Each field grows an army of identical plants. Every cornstalk in the cornfield is exactly like its 
neighbors, with the same DNA. That means it has the same instructions for building itself. This kind of field is 
called a monoculture, mono meaning “one.”

 2  This is of some benefit to the farmer because each plant grows about as well as the next. The farmer 
is in trouble, however, if a pest or disease strikes. If one cornstalk in the field can be killed easily by an 
attacker, so can all the rest. This was a serious problem in Ireland long ago. The Irish potato famine in 1845 
was caused by a fungus that is extremely harmful to potatoes. Because all the potatoes in Ireland at the time 
were so similar, most of the potato crop died. And because potatoes were the main food in Ireland at the time, 
people began to starve. The situation became even worse because the fungus stayed in the ground. When new 
potatoes were planted, the fungus killed them, too. Within 25 years, nearly half of Ireland’s people had starved 
or moved away.

 3  Why was the famine so destructive in Ireland? One problem was that we didn’t have the science to 
know what had gone wrong; people didn’t know about DNA. DNA tells the cell how to take atoms, the 
smallest pieces of matter, and make from them the smallest pieces of the body. These pieces, called molecules, 
are too small for us to see, but once they’re made, the molecules work together to grow the body and keep 
it alive.

 4  Some molecules are great at fighting disease. Unfortunately for those desperate farmers in Ireland, 
none of the potatoes they planted, year after year, could make the right molecules. Because of this, the 
potatoes weren’t protected from the fungus. 

 5  Scientists now know how to solve that problem, and the answer lies in how DNA works. DNA is a 
molecule, too—a long molecule at the center of the cell. The cell can read DNA like a cookbook, finding 
recipes that tell how to make other molecules that it needs. We call the recipe for each molecule a gene. If you 
want molecules that will fight potato fungus, you need the genes for making those molecules. If a potato 
doesn’t have those genes, that potato can’t fight the fungus. One way to solve the problem is to give the potato 
the right genes. To find those genes, we look in other strains, or kinds, of potatoes. We look for a potato that 
can fight off the fungus. That potato has the genes for making the right molecules. Then all we have to do is 
put that plant’s genes into the unprotected potato plants. And, roughly speaking, we know how to do that.
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 6  Here’s the big question, though: Where do you find that super-strong potato when a fungus is 
attacking? The answer comes from scientists and farmers around the world who have built gene banks to keep 
our food supply safe. All over the world, scientists and farmers collect seeds from different crop plants—corn, 
potatoes, alfalfa, wheat, oats, rice, and every other grain, fruit, and vegetable; they collect them all. They 
record what diseases and pests each plant can fight off, and they record which plants can live well in certain 
conditions, such as limited water, high heat, floods, or poor soil. Then they store seeds from each plant in a 
safe place, a gene bank. 

 7  Now, when a pest attacks a wheat crop in Oklahoma, scientists don’t wait. They look in gene banks 
for a strain of wheat that fights that pest well. They can use that wheat’s genes to create a new wheat plant that 
will grow well in Oklahoma and will also fight off the pest. 

 8  There are more than 1,600 plant gene banks around the world, and one of the most famous gene 
banks is in Norway. It’s an abandoned coal mine north of the Arctic Circle, in a group of islands called 
Svalbard. This bank stores backup copies of seeds that are in other banks around the world. The Svalbard 
bank now has copies of over half a million seeds. If crops are in trouble, what’s in those vaults is worth more 
than gold.

 9  That’s the extent to which scientists and farmers around the world go to protect those crops growing 
all across the Midwest—and Brazil, and Russia, and China. Thanks to their work, the food supply for seven 
billion people is safer than it ever was before.

 1  Which sentence from the passage best supports the idea that growing monocultures can  
be risky?

A “American farmers grow wheat, soybeans, corn, and other foodstuffs, and it’s an  
impressive sight.”

B “Every cornstalk in the cornfield is exactly like its neighbors, with the same DNA.”

C “If one cornstalk in the field can be killed easily by an attacker, so can all the rest.”

D “One problem was that we didn’t have the science to know what had gone wrong; 
people didn’t know about DNA.”

E “The cell can read DNA like a cookbook, finding recipes that tell how to make other 
molecules that it needs.”

F “They look in gene banks for a strain of wheat that fights that pest well.”
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 2  The following question has two parts. First, answer part A. Then, answer part B.

Part A

What is one main idea of “Worth More Than Gold”?

A Gene banks protect the world’s food supply.

B People have studied DNA for hundreds of years.

C Monocultures are often destroyed by pests.

D The Irish potato famine began in 1845.

Part B

Which sentence from the article best supports the answer to part A?

A “That means it has the same instructions for building itself.”

B “Because all the potatoes in Ireland at the time were so similar, most of the potato 
crop died.”

C “If you want molecules that will fight potato fungus, you need the genes for making 
those molecules.”

D “If crops are in trouble, what’s in those vaults is worth more than gold.”

 3  Which of the following would not belong in a summary of the passage? 

A The Irish potato famine in the 1800s was made worse because people at the time did not 
know about DNA.

B To get molecules that will fight a potato fungus, you need to have the right materials.

C One solution to possible problems caused by monocultures lies in the field of genetics, 
in plant DNA. 

D To protect the world’s crops, a gene bank in Svalbard, Norway, has backup copies of more 
than half a million seeds.
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 4  What is the main purpose of paragraph 5?

A It introduces the topic of worldwide famine.

B It provides a definition of the key term “fungus.”

C It shows how genes can solve the problem of crop disease.

D It poses and answers logical questions about DNA and genes.

 5  Read the statement below.

  The author of this passage has great respect for the scientists and farmers who have made 
gene banks possible.

How can you tell this statement is true? Use two details from the text to support your answer.
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Read the passage. Then answer the questions that follow.

The Scent of Memory
by Christopher Ford

 1  Scientists say that, more than sight, sound, touch, or taste, the sense of smell can trigger memory.  
For me, the smell of wood smoke always makes me think of autumn. One whiff, and I am twelve, at home  
on my family’s farm, snuggled in bed as the smell of wood smoke snakes through my slightly-open 
bedroom window. 

 2  It is early autumn, and all around us, our neighbors are harvesting apples. We have been eating apple 
pie, applesauce, apple cakes, even apple stew. My family does not own an orchard, but we rejoice in the 
benefits of the harvest and our special neighbors.

 3  It’s Saturday morning. My father wakes me gently, saying, “Let’s go, Chris, it’s time.” I stand up stiffly, 
shivering, the chill draft hurrying me over to pull on jeans and a shirt, my favorite old sweatshirt, and my 
warmest socks. 

 4  My mom is already up and at the stove, coffee cup in one hand, stirring a huge pot of oatmeal with 
the other. It’s not my favorite breakfast in the world, but on a morning like this, with hard work ahead of me, 
I know I’ll appreciate it later.  

 5  “Good stuff, Lynn,” my dad says as he gives my mom a kiss on one cheek. He spoons out a huge bowl 
for himself and then one for me. Even with raisins and brown sugar, it’s hard to swallow.  

 6  “Eat up, Chris,” my dad teases. “It’ll stick to your ribs!” 

 7  He and my mom talk as they drink their coffee and eat their breakfast. It’s all bills and money talk, 
so I tune out, watching the leaves swirl outside. My little sister pads in after a while, all pink fluff and fuzzy 
curls. Even I have to admit she’s kind of adorable. She crawls silently into my dad’s lap and he nestles her right 
into the crook of his arm, as if the shape of his arm was made to fit the curve of her back. He manages this 
maneuver while continuing to sip his coffee and talk to my mom. After we finish breakfast, we say goodbye to 
the two of them and head out. 

 8  It is just past dawn, and in the east, a smattering of lacy clouds drifts slowly across the streaks of 
pink, orange, and red that forecast a cold day. The air smells lightly of wood smoke from the farmers who are 
burning brush in the nearby orchards. Crunch, crunch, crunch, my feet push easily through the carpet of 
fallen leaves on the way to the barn. The colors are outrageous: orange, red, yellow, and even greens that are 
bright and playful. I can’t resist kicking a few piles into the air to watch them swirl.

 9  In the barn, it’s warmer, with animal breath and body heat creating a hazy fog. I scratch our old goat, 
Ginger, behind her ears, pat the orange tabby, Huck, and say good morning to Jessie and her three pups. They 
are still squirmy and warm, snuggling in for breakfast.

10  We feed the animals and then load up the truck with everything we need: axes, clippers, small saw, 
twine, gloves. Our neighbor has trees down and has offered the wood to anyone who wants to come and chop 
it up. With the winter weather we’re expecting, we can use all the firewood he can spare. The more we can get 
by on fireplace heat this winter, the better. 
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11  “Woo-hoo, you feel that, Chris? Fall is here for sure!” my dad rubs his hands together and starts 
the truck.

12  I nod in agreement and reach up to tuck my nose into my sweatshirt collar, then my hands go into 
my sweatshirt pocket. 

13  Dad laughs. “Don’t worry. In no time at all, you’ll be sweating.” 

14  At Mr. Arnold’s place, there are three trees down: two apple trees and one huge old oak that got 
dragged down when the apples blew down in our first storm of the season. The holes their roots left behind are 
enormous, and I want to crawl into them and explore, but Dad has other plans for me.

15  “Okay, Chris, we’re going to start with the lower branches, here. We’ll strip the branches and work 
our way up the tree, then we can chop up the trunk.” We dig in, Dad correcting my axe strokes from time to 
time, interrupting my swing to show me where to hit the branch just right so that I’ll get a cleaner cut. He was 
right: in no time I’m sweating enough to take my sweatshirt off, but my breath comes out of my mouth 
steaming in the frosty air.

16  By noon we’ve stripped off the lower branches and have the truck full of wood, about a cord’s 
worth. We’ll need about four more to get through the winter, but we thank Mr. Arnold and promise to be 
back tomorrow.

17  On the ride home, I nearly fall asleep, so my dad reaches over and gives me a playful punch in the 
arm. “That went twice as fast today with your help, son. You’re getting pretty strong,” he says and I feel 
positively mighty. 

18  I watch the orchards as we pass. There are so many shades of orange and red that I can’t possibly 
record them all, so I breathe deep and flood my nose to best recall the memories of this day.
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 6  The following question has two parts. First, answer part A. Then, answer part B.

Part A

What is one theme of “The Scent of Memory”?

A Scientists have proven that smell is an important scent.

B The harvest is an unpleasant time with big rewards.

C Life on a farm is better than life elsewhere.

D Thinking about the past is a powerful source of emotion.

Part B

Which sentence from the “The Scent of Memory” best supports the answer to part A?

A “Scientists say that, more than sight, sound, touch, or taste, the sense of smell can 
trigger memory.”

B “For me, the smell of wood smoke always makes me think of autumn.”

C “On the ride home, I nearly fall asleep, so my dad reaches over and gives me a playful 
punch in the arm.”

D “There are so many shades of orange and red that I can’t possibly record them all, so I 
breathe deep and flood my nose to best recall the memories of this day.”

 7  Select three sentences that should be included in a summary of “The Scent of Memory.”

A A boy describes the many pleasures in his life on a farm.

B Thinking about the smell of wood smoke, a man recalls an autumn day in his youth.

C His best memories are of the barn, the goat, the cat, the dog, and chopping wood.

D His mother and sister stay at home, while he and his father share a harvest 
with neighbors.

E He wakes up early and has breakfast with his family before heading out with his father.

F He and his father feed the animals in the barn and then chop wood on a neighbor’s farm.

G He sweats from working so hard, but his breath still looks like steam in the cold air.
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 8  Read this sentence from paragraph 5 of “The Scent of Memory.”

  Even with raisins and brown sugar, it’s hard to swallow.

 What does the phrase “hard to swallow” suggest about the narrator? 

A He has a sore throat.

B He does not like oatmeal.

C He prefers plain oatmeal.

D He is not hungry.

 9  In paragraph 17 of “The Scent of Memory,” why does the narrator most likely say that  
he feels “positively mighty”?

A He recognizes that he has grown taller in the past year.

B He believes that his father would not have been able to do the work himself.

C He is pleased that his father recognizes his helpfulness and ability.

D He has accomplished something he thought was impossible.

 10  How does the author develop the narrator’s point of view in “The Scent of Memory”?

A by having the narrator recall a specific day from his childhood

B by having the narrator use only the sense of smell to describe a memory

C by having the narrator alternate between past and present to show the past’s influence 

D by having the narrator reflect on how his life has changed a great deal since his youth
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 11  Read the following poem about October:

  October is the lovely girl who draws her sisters’ envy: 
Mild in temper, fair of heart, and much admired by many. 
Her sisters dress more modestly, but she is always bold, 
clothed in red and violet, crowned with green and gold.

One theme of “The Scent of Memory” is that autumn is a special time of year with plentiful 
harvests and beautiful colors. The poem also shares this theme. Compare and contrast how 
“The Scent of Memory” and the poem present the theme stated above. Use details from the 
texts to support your answer.
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Read the passage. Then answer the questions that follow.

In 1848, at the age of 13, Andrew Carnegie and his family moved to Allegheny, Pennsylvania. Through various 
work, Carnegie was able to make investments and eventually own his own business, Carnegie Steel Company. 
He became one of the richest men in America. Later in life, he donated most of his wealth to support art, public 
libraries, music, and education, most notably funding Carnegie Hall and Carnegie-Mellon University.

“Pittsburgh and Work”
from Autobiography of Andrew Carnegie,  

published by Houghton Mifflin Company, 1920

 1  I had just completed my thirteenth year, and I fairly panted to get to work that I might help the 
family to a start in the new land. The prospect of want had become to me a frightful nightmare. My thoughts 
at this period centered in the determination that we should make and save enough of money to produce three 
hundred dollars a year—twenty-five dollars monthly, which I figured was the sum required to keep us without 
being dependent upon others. Every necessary thing was very cheap in those days.

 2  The brother of my Uncle Hogan would often ask what my parents meant to do with me, and one day 
there occurred the most tragic of all scenes I have ever witnessed. Never can I forget it. He said, with the 
kindest intentions in the world, to my mother, that I was a likely boy and apt to learn; and he believed that if a 
basket were fitted out for me with knickknacks to sell, I could peddle them around the wharves and make 
quite a considerable sum. I never knew what an enraged woman meant till then. My mother was sitting 
sewing at the moment, but she sprang to her feet with outstretched hands and shook them in his face.

 3  “What! my son a peddler and go among rough men upon the wharves1! I would rather throw him 
into the Allegheny River. Leave me!” she cried, pointing to the door, and Mr. Hogan went.

 4  She stood a tragic queen. The next moment she had broken down, but only for a few moments did 
tears fall and sobs come. Then she took her two boys in her arms and told us not to mind her foolishness. 
There were many things in the world for us to do and we could be useful men, honored and respected, if we 
always did what was right. . . . It was not because the occupation suggested was peaceful labor, for we were 
taught that idleness was disgraceful; but because the suggested occupation was somewhat vagrant in character 
and not entirely respectable in her eyes. Better death. Yes, mother would have taken her two boys, one under 
each arm, and perished with them rather than they should mingle with low company in their extreme youth.

 5  As I look back upon the early struggles this can be said: there was not a prouder family in the land. 
A keen sense of honor, independence, self-respect, pervaded the household. . . .

 6  Anything low, mean, deceitful, shifty, coarse, underhand, or gossipy was foreign to that heroic soul. 
Tom and I could not help growing up respectable characters, having such a mother and such a father, for the 
father, too, was one of nature’s noblemen, beloved by all, a saint.
1 wharf: an area where ships are anchored to load and unload
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7  Soon after this incident my father found it necessary to give up hand-loom weaving and to enter the 
cotton factory of Mr. Blackstock, an old Scotsman in Allegheny City, where we lived. In this factory he also 
obtained for me a position as bobbin boy, and my first work was done there at one dollar and twenty cents per 
week. It was a hard life. In the winter father and I had to rise and breakfast in the darkness, reach the factory 
before it was daylight, and, with a short interval for lunch, work till after dark. The hours hung heavily upon 
me and in the work itself I took no pleasure; but the cloud had a silver lining, as it gave me the feeling that I 
was doing something for my world—our family. I have made millions since, but none of those millions gave 
me such happiness as my first week’s earnings. . . .

 8  Soon after this Mr. John Hay, a fellow-Scotch manufacturer of bobbins in Allegheny City, needed a 
boy, and asked whether I would not go into his service. I went, and received two dollars per week; but at first 
the work was even more irksome than the factory. I had to run a small steam-engine and to fire the boiler in 
the cellar of the bobbin factory. It was too much for me. I found myself night after night, sitting up in bed 
trying the steam gauges, fearing at one time that the steam was too low and that the workers above would 
complain that they had not power enough, and at another time that the steam was too high and that the boiler 
might burst.

 9  But all this it was a matter of honor to conceal from my parents. They had their own troubles and 
bore them. I must play the man and bear mine. My hopes were high, and I looked every day for some change 
to take place. What it was to be I knew not, but that it would come I felt certain if I kept on. Besides, at this 
date I was not beyond asking myself what Wallace would have done and what a Scotsman ought to do. Of one 
thing I was sure, he ought never to give up.

 12  Read this sentence from paragraph 3 of the passage.

  “What! my son a peddler and go among rough men upon the wharves!”

What does Carnegie’s mother suggest by using the word “rough” to describe the men on 
the wharves?

A They are not part of polite society.

B They have low-paying jobs. 

C They cannot be trusted.

D They live a dangerous life.
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 13  Read this statement from the passage.

  As I look back upon the early struggles this can be said: there was not a prouder family 
in the land.

Which sentence from the passage could best be used as evidence to support this statement?

A “I had just completed my thirteenth year, and I fairly panted to get to work that I might 
help the family to a start in the new land.”

B “The next moment she had broken down, but only for a few moments did tears fall and 
sobs come.”

C “Yes, mother would have taken her two boys, one under each arm, and perished with 
them rather than they should mingle with low company in their extreme youth.”

D “In the winter father and I had to rise and breakfast in the darkness, reach the factory 
before it was daylight, and, with a short interval for lunch, work till after dark.”

 14  The following question has two parts. First, answer part A. Then, answer part B.

Part A

What is one main idea of the passage?

A Carnegie tried all his life to match his father’s financial success.

B Carnegie was willing to do any job, even those his parents disapproved of.

C Carnegie fought for the right to do as he pleased as a child.

D Carnegie hid his wealth from his family for a long time.

Part B

Which sentence from the passage best supports the answer to part A?

A “I went, and received two dollars per week; but at first the work was even more irksome 
than the factory.”

B “I had just completed my thirteenth year, and I fairly panted to get to work that I might 
help the family to a start in the new land.”

C “Anything low, mean, deceitful, shifty, coarse, underhand, or gossipy was foreign to that 
heroic soul.”

D “But all this it was a matter of honor to conceal from my parents.”
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 15  Below is information from paragraph 7 of the passage “Pittsburgh and Work.” Organize 
the information by writing each phrase into the proper section of the table: central idea, 
supporting detail, supporting detail, and example used to make a point. 

 Having a job made Carnegie feel that he was doing something to help his family.

 Carnegie’s first job was difficult, but it gave him a sense of purpose.

 None of Carnegie’s millions gave him as much pleasure as the first wages he ever earned.

 Carnegie worked long hours with only a short break for lunch.

Central idea

Supporting detail

Supporting detail

Example used to make a point

 16  Select two sentences from the passage that best convey Carnegie’s point of view about this 
part of his life.

A “. . . I fairly panted to get to work that I might help the family to a start in the new land.”

B “Every necessary thing was very cheap in those days.” 

C “I never knew what an enraged woman meant till then.”

D “The hours hung heavily upon me and in the work itself I took no pleasure . . .”

E “It was too much for me.”

F “I found myself night after night, sitting up in bed . . .”

G “My hopes were high, and I looked every day for some change to take place.”
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Read the play. Then answer the questions that follow.

Heard It Through the Grapevine
by Nick D’Alto, Odyssey

 CHARACTERS: Narrator, Esteban, Ted, Wendy, Ollie, Randy, Kate—all members of Mr. Bluni’s 8th-
grade science class.

 SET: A middle school science lab that is empty except for a group of kids who are working on a project 
about connectivity. A pile of books is spread out on a table, and the kids are clustered around a computer that is 
turned on. A Twister mat is on the floor.

 1  Narrator: Maybe there are no coincidences. Anyway, you’ll never believe how our lab group in science 
class accidentally created one of the best science projects that our teacher says he has ever seen. Here’s 
how it happened.

 2  Ollie: Randy, would you get off the floor and quit playing Twister?! We have to finish this science project 
by tomorrow. Can you believe this topic? “Explain what Social Network Mapping is and provide 
three examples.”

 3  Wendy: I didn’t understand anything Mr. Bluni said in class today. What are “strong ties” and 
“cascades”? Do we need to know that?

 4  Esteban: I’d rather talk about . . . you know.

 5  Kate: I know. I heard about it, too.

 6  Ted: Everyone in school has heard about it. But I also heard that it’s not true.

 7 Kate: Still, how did the rumor get around so fast? 

 8 Randy: Play Twister and you’ll know. 

 9 Kate: What?

10  Randy: The answer is in my game. So don’t tell me to stop playing it. Life is really a big game of Twister! 
Everyone and everything is connected!

11  Narrator: I have to admit I thought Randy was crazy, but when he started scribbling out his diagram, it 
all became clear. Who would believe that a science assignment about Social Network Mapping would 
help us explain the biggest school rumor of all time?

12  Randy: Well, we’re already on Google, and the books are on the lab table. So if we have to do this 
project, let’s get started.

13  Ollie: You’re telling me that rumors are science?

14  Randy [picking up a book]: Yes! Exactly! According to this book everything from tracking gossip to 
breaking up a terrorist cell relies on understanding the science of networks—a new, interconnected way 
of seeing the world.

15  Kate: That’s weird!
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16  Wendy: Wait a minute. At school, almost no one knew the rumor in homeroom. Then, by lunch, 
everyone knew. Did someone shout it over the intercom?

17  Esteban: It’s “geometric progression.” Write this down. If each person told just three friends, do you 
know how many people would know after 20 cycles?

18  Ollie: I’ve figured it out. About 3.5 billion—that’s almost half the people on Earth!

19  Ted: That’s wicked cool!

20  Wendy: Actually, it’s the “tipping point”—the cycle when the number becomes huge.

21  Esteban: Like a nuclear chain reaction.

22  Wendy [starting to take notes on a laptop]: Write down these other examples: the sale of cell phones 
(suddenly, we all have them), support for the American Revolution, even body piercing. They all started 
slowly, and then took off.

23  Randy: Cool! On page 49, it says that a million fireflies sitting in a mangrove tree can all start flashing 
at once! So now, programmers are using the same technique to synchronize computers.

24  Ted [thumbing through a book]: Hey, Kate, I just found your “cascades.” It’s like when a tree hits one 
power line, and pretty soon half the country is blacked out.

25  Wendy: Or when losing one type of fish can ruin a whole ecosystem.

26  Esteban [looking over Kate’s shoulder]: And here’s your other answer. “Strong ties” means that the 
people you know usually also know each other.

27  Wendy [holding up a book]: But you also need a way to connect those “strong tie” groups to one 
another. That’s why for information to move through a network, you also need “weak ties,” casual 
acquaintances who reach across different clusters of people.

28  Ted: Write this down. For information to spread through a social network, you also need connectors 
(people who “know everyone”) and mavens (experts who provide information to others).

29  Kate: Wait. Now I understand Randy’s diagram [he holds it up].

30  Esteban: It’s like long distance telephone service.

31  Ted: Or the neurons in your brain—or even branching rivers—they’re all networks. Your brain can skip 
past millions of things you know, to remember the one thing you want.

32  Wendy: A search engine routes that way, too. So does water in a stream.

33  Randy: Hey! If I’m thinking about a network, my brain is using a network!

34  Wendy: That’s too weird.

35  Ted [after Kate uses her cell phone to make a call]: Kate, we all agreed—no cell phones.

36  Kate: That was an expert source. Our school definitely is not closing. We’re definitely not merging with 
South Meadow School. That rumor was a complete tall tale.

37  Ollie: But it was all over school! It’s in tons of e-mails, IMs, and blogs.

38  Esteban: Welcome to the downside of the Information Age.
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39  Kate: Yeah. When everyone is so connected, wrong information can travel just as fast as 
good information.

40  Ollie: That goes for Web surfing, too. Some stuff is false or wrong. Who wrote it? You can’t believe 
everything just because it’s on the Web.

41  Esteban: Or because you hear it at a lunch table. Repeating rumors is so uncool.

42  Esteban: Wait a minute. You’re saying that one false rumor helped us connect all these great facts from 
all these books and Web sites into the best science project we’ve ever done? Three examples of 
connectivity? We’ve got loads of them!

43  Ted: Talk about making connections . . .

44 Randy: I guess we created the best “network” of all—ourselves.

45 Wendy: And that’s no rumor!

 17  At first, Ollie feels discouraged because he thinks their science project is too difficult. Which of 
the following sentences from the passage best supports this statement?

A “Randy, would you get off the floor and quit playing Twister?!”

B “We have to finish this science project by tomorrow.”

C “Can you believe this topic?”

D “Explain what Social Network Mapping is and provide three examples.”
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 18  The following question has two parts. First, answer part A. Then, answer part B.

Part A

What helps the characters see that rumors are science?

A They think about how quickly a rumor travels through their school.

B They conduct a study to see how many rumors traveled in the past.

C They play a game of Twister and build a connection.

D They discover that the rumor about their school is not true.

Part B

Which sentence from the play best supports the answer to part A?

A “Who would believe that a science assignment about Social Network Mapping would 
help us explain the biggest school rumor of all time?”

B “Well, we’re already on Google, and the books are on the lab table.”

C “If each person told just three friends, do you know how many people would know 
after 20 cycles?”

D “We’re definitely not merging with South Meadow School.”

 19  Read the sentences from the text on the left. Then match the underlined word in each 
sentence to its closest definition on the right.

Actually, it’s the “tipping 
point”—the cycle when the 

number becomes huge.

So now, programmers are 
using the same technique to 

synchronize computers.

Welcome to the downside of 
the Information Age.

method

advantage

pattern

task

problem

idea
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 20  Read this sentence from line 19 of the play.

  That’s wicked cool!

 What does this language tell about how the students interact with one another? 

A They are uneasy with one another.

B They are hoping to impress one another.

C They are pretending to understand one another.

D They are trying to help one another.

E They are familiar with one another.

F They are polite with one another.

 21  Read these sentences from the play.

  Write down these other examples: the sale of cell phones (suddenly, we all have them), 
support for the American Revolution, even body piercing. They all started slowly, and then 
took off.

How do these sentences contribute to the play as a whole? 

A They give some essential examples of “strong ties” in a particular culture.

B They suggest that rumors played an important part in the American Revolution.

C They support the idea that rumors travel extremely fast through technology.

D They expand on the effect of networks from limited rumors to wide changes in society.
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Read the passage. Then answer the questions that follow.

John White and Roanoke
by Brendan Wolfe

 1  John White was an artist by training. He traveled the world and painted what he saw. In 1585, with a 
group of English colonists, he sailed to Roanoke Island in present-day North Carolina. There he composed 
watercolor paintings of the Native Americans the English encountered and the villages in which they lived.  
He visited the town of Dasemunkepeuc, and he became friends with Manteo, a Native American whose 
mother was chief on the island of Croatoan. Still, not all relations between the colonists and the Native 
Americans were friendly. Many of the natives worried that the English planned to steal their land, and a year 
after arriving, the colonists thought it wise to sail back to England.

 2  They returned in 1587, this time led by White. The colony’s new governor was a brilliant painter but 
perhaps not a great leader. He argued with the ship’s pilot, who would only plant the English on Roanoke 
Island again. White had planned to settle their colony, called Virginia, farther to the north. Meanwhile, some 
Native Americans, especially those who lived in Dasemunkepeuc, were still angry about the colonists’ 
presence and threatened to do battle. Not all was lost, however. Manteo’s friendship was like an unbreakable 
knot. On August 13, White helped Manteo convert to the English religion and, for his “faithful service,” made 
him Lord of Roanoke. Then, five days later, White’s daughter, Eleanor, gave birth to a daughter. Virginia, as 
she was called, was the first English baby born in America.

 3  A week later, White decided to leave. Someone needed to tell the colony’s sponsors in England where the 
colonists had settled. Someone needed to round up additional supplies. But when White asked for volunteers, no 
one said a word. Instead, he himself boarded the ship and sailed to England. Unfortunately, war with Spain 
prevented him from returning for three years. When he did land back on Roanoke, the island was empty. A fire 
that he thought might have been a signal had merely been a fire sparked by lightning. Letters carved into a tree 
suggested that the 117 men, women, and children he left behind had moved to Croatoan, perhaps to live with 
Manteo’s people. White guessed they were safe, but there also were signs that his enemies at Dasemunkepeuc  
had been there. Many of White’s paintings and maps, hidden in buried trunks, had been dug up and destroyed. 
As he boarded the boat again, John White gazed back at Roanoke. It was August 18, 1590—his granddaughter’s 
third birthday.

 4  White assumed he would next sail to Croatoan, where he hoped to be reunited with his family and 
the other colonists. However, the ship’s captain refused. A storm had drowned some of his crew, and he 
wanted to leave these dangerously shallow waters as soon as possible. White argued, but in vain. They sailed 
away, never to return. Never found, the Lost Colonists of Roanoke became an American legend. And John 
White—a painter thrust into the uncomfortable role of leader—died alone three years later.
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 22  Which of the following details is important enough to be included in a summary of “John 
White and Roanoke”?

A White returned to Roanoke Island after three years away.

B White sometimes used watercolors to paint what he observed.

C White had planned to settle farther north than Roanoke.

D White left Roanoke on the date of his granddaughter’s birthday.

 23  Read this sentence from “John White and Roanoke.”

  Still, not all relations between the colonists and the Native Americans were friendly.

Select three sentences from the passage that best support this argument.

A “There he composed watercolor paintings of the Native Americans the English 
encountered and the villages in which they lived.”

B “Many of the natives worried that the English planned to steal their land,  
and a year after arriving, the colonists thought it wise to sail back to England.”

C “He argued with the ship’s pilot, who would only plant the English on 
Roanoke Island again.”

D “Meanwhile, some Native Americans, especially those who lived in Dasemunkepeuc,  
were still angry about the colonists’ presence and threatened to do battle.”

E “When he did land back on Roanoke, the island was empty.”

F “Letters carved into a tree suggested that the 117 men, women, and children he  
left behind had moved to Croatoan, perhaps to live with Manteo’s people.”

G “White guessed they were safe, but there also were signs that his enemies at 
Dasemunkepeuc had been there.”
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 24  Choose one word that describes John White based on evidence from the text. There is more 
than one correct choice listed below.

A creative

B cruel

C fearless

D compassionate

E fortunate

F incapable

Write the word you chose in the top box. Then write two sentences from the article that show 
how this word correctly describes John White.

1.

2.
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 25  Read these sentences from “John White and Roanoke.”

  Then, five days later, White’s daughter, Eleanor, gave birth to a daughter. Virginia, as she 
was called, was the first English baby born in America.

How do these sentences help the reader better understand White’s role in this 
historical episode?

A They provide another reason the Roanoke colonists might have wanted to move to 
another location.

B They reveal why some of the people of Dasemunkepeuc were so angry with White and 
the colonists.

C They add an emotional weight to the text and explain why White tried so hard to find 
the colonists.

D They help explain why White, his mind occupied with family issues, made so many 
key mistakes. 

 26  The following question has two parts. First, answer part A. Then, answer part B.

Part A

What does the phrase “in vain” mean as it is used in this passage?

A with little hope

B with anger

C without courage

D without success

Part B

Which of these phrases from the passage best helps the reader understand the meaning of  
“in vain”?

A “wanted to leave”

B “as soon as possible”

C “They sailed away”

D “Never found”
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Writing and Research

This is a rough draft of a letter. It has some mistakes. Read the letter. Then answer the questions 
that follow. 

Dakeem’s Letter

Dear Ms. Washington,

 When I took my first piano lesson from you, I was just five years old. I hadn’t wanted 

to give up an hour on Saturdays to take piano lessons. But when you and me sat down at 

your piano, something magical happened. You pressed the keys, and it was like you were 

releasing your battered old piano’s pent-up energy. I knew that not only could I someday 

play like you, but that I had to play like you.

 I never liked the other kids to know about my piano lessons. I hid it from them 

because I thought they would laugh at me. I ’ d dawdle on my way to lessons, arrive late, and 

beg to leave early. I practiced irregularly. Nonetheless, you persisted. Your patience which 

seemed boundless amazed me. You taught me basic skills and theories when all I  wanted to 

do was play the songs I l iked. 
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 I  have grown in skill  and courage through your teaching. As you know, I recently won a 

citywide competition—the first I ever entered. It was a great achievement. That success 

was truly yours, and it was evident in my performance. For your faith and hard work, I want 

you to have this medal that I won. Someday I might be a famous musician. You even said it 

could happen. Then if my head has gotten too big, you can show me the medal and this 

letter. They will remind me that any heights I reach are because I am standing on 

your shoulders.

With much af fection,

Dakeem
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 27  Read this sentence from the letter.

  But when you and me sat down at your piano, something magical happened.

What is the correct way to write this sentence?

A But when you and I sat down at your piano, something magical happened.

B But when yourself and I sat down at your piano, something magical happened.

C But when you and myself sat down at your piano, something magical happened.

D But when yourself and myself sat down at your piano, something magical happened.

 28  Read this sentence from the letter.

  Your patience which seemed boundless amazed me.

What is a correct way to rewrite the sentence? Write your answer on the lines below.
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 29  Read this sentence from the letter.

  That success was truly yours, and it was evident in my performance.

Which revision corrects the vague pronoun reference in the sentence?

A That success was truly yours, and I was evident in my performance.

B That success was truly yours, and the competition was evident in my performance.

C That success was truly yours, and your teaching was evident in my performance.

D The success was truly yours, and everything was evident in my performance.

 30  Read this sentence from the letter.

 You even said it could happen.

Which revision emphasizes that it was Ms. Washington who said that Dakeem might become a 
famous musician?

A You yourself even said it could happen.

B Your own self even said it could happen.

C You even said it could happen to myself.

D You even said it could happen itself.
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 31  The paragraph below is from a writer’s informational essay for social studies class. Read the 
paragraph and the directions that follow.

   The Maasai people live near the Rift Valley in Kenya and Tanzania, which are countries 
in eastern Africa. The Maasai are divided into many different clans, or groups. They still 
practice the rituals of their ancient ancestors. Many of these ceremonies are rites of 
passage. One of the first rituals in the life of a Maasai is the naming ceremony. It might 
not take place until the child is as old as three years. The ceremony begins with the mother 
and child coming out of seclusion. Then their heads are shaved, a common practice in many 
Maasai rites of passage. After two days, the mother and other Maasai women select a 
name for the child. They base the name on the personality the child has shown. As the child 
matures, he or she will celebrate other rites of passage.

Select the sentence that is unnecessary and should be removed from the paragraph.

A “The Maasai are divided into many different clans, or groups.“

B “Many of these ceremonies are rites of passage.”

C “Then their heads are shaved, a common practice in many Maasai rites of passage.”

D “As the child matures, he or she will celebrate other rites of passage.”
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 32  A student is writing an informational report for an economics unit in her social studies class. 
The student needs to use words that are clear and specific in her report. Read the paragraph 
and the question that follows.

   Every human society that has ever spent time on the earth must address these three 
basic economic questions: What goods and services need to be produced, and in what 
quantities? How will goods and services be produced? And who will use these goods and 
services? But while each society asks these same questions, different societies have come up 
with different ways to answer those questions.

Which set of words best replaces the underlined words with more clear and specific language?

A lived, fixes

B existed, solutions

C managed, answers

D been, results
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 33  A student wrote a narrative for her creative writing class. Her teacher suggested that she add 
a brief introduction. Read the story and the directions that follow.

   “I remember planting this tree. When I was a boy,” Granddad began, a far-off look in 
his eyes, “I thought I’d just take a peach pit and poke it into the ground. My granddad took 
me aside and explained that I had lots to learn. I’d need to prepare the soil first. Then I’d 
need to tend the tree carefully so it would grow straight and tall. I’d have years of hard 
work ahead of me—watering and weeding and trimming. Then he pointed out that the 
tree would teach me many life lessons and that the results would be worth the wait. And 
sure enough, I learned as I worked . . . So, what do you think, Lucy? Did my hard work and 
patience pay off?”

   As I bit into the peach, its sweet, warm flavor filled my mouth, and rich juices dribbled 
down my chin. I took another bite and nodded happily.

Which of the following provides the best introduction to strengthen the story? 

A Granddad was always telling stories that never meant much to me. My life was so 
different from his. But I listened politely, as usual.

B “This is my learning tree!” said Granddad as he fondly patted the trunk of the old fruit 
tree. Then he gently plucked a ripe peach from a branch and handed it to me.

C Granddad brought me out to the orchard and pointed to a tree he had planted years 
ago. His own grandfather had taught him how to plant it and tend it when he was 
my age.

D After Granddad and I had picked several bushels of peaches, we rested in the shade of an 
old tree. “Tell me another story,” I begged, trying to delay the need to do more work.
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 34  For an English assignment, a student is writing an argumentative essay about starting a 
debate club at his school. Read the draft and the directions that follow.

   To help exercise bodies and voices, Darcy Middle School offers its students choir classes 
and sports teams. What most students need, though, is a way to exercise their minds—a 
way like a debate club. Teachers say that students need to practice the academic skills 
taught during class time, and what is better practice than a debate? Preparing for a debate 
is challenging. It can take hours of research and discussion as students figure out different 
sides of an issue. During a debate, students must explain and defend their position. They 
also must listen to and think about the points made by the other side. Gradually, students 
will learn how to organize and express their ideas as they think on their feet. That’s a 
great way to prepare students for the future! So please consider starting a debate club as a 
winter activity. 

Write at least one sentence to use at the beginning of the paragraph to establish a clear claim.

Write your answer on the lines below.
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A student is writing a research report about a campaign for city council. He has gathered information 
from two articles. Read a paragraph from each article and answer the questions that follow.

Brenda Martin for City Council
 Brenda Martin is the best candidate for city council. Unlike the other candidate, she is not an outsider. 
A descendent of one of Smithville’s founding families, she was born and raised here. She also attended school 
in Smithville. Because she has always lived here, she understands the needs of our city. The fact that Martin is 
a woman is also important to consider. Men like her opponent have always dominated the city council. It’s 
time for a new point of view. Issues come and go. But Brenda Martin will always do what is best for Smithville.

Martin for Better Roads
 Please elect Brenda Martin to the Smithville city council. She will make it her top priority to improve 
the city’s roads. Of all the critical issues in the election, roads are the most important. The streets in Smithville 
have gone from bad to worse in the past few years. Unusually hot summers and cold winters have created huge 
potholes. Increased traffic has led to a number of accidents that cost us all time and money. The city council 
needs to make sure these roads are fixed now, and only Brenda Martin will make sure it gets done.

 35  Select two points the student could include in his report based on evidence in the articles.

A Extreme weather has become an important election issue.

B Women in Smithville are not treated fairly or as well as men.

C Each year, Smithville spends money repairing damaged roads.

D Only those who grew up in Smithville can run for city council.

E Brenda Martin has views different from those who are not from Smithville.
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 36  The author of “Martin for Better Roads” argues that Brenda Martin should be elected because 
improving the city’s roads is the most important issue. Which sentence from the article best 
supports the idea that the roads are the most important?

A She will make it her top priority to improve the city’s roads.

B The streets in Smithville have gone from bad to worse in the past few years.

C The city council needs to make sure these roads are fixed now, and only Brenda Martin 
will make sure it gets done.

D Increased traffic has led to a number of accidents that cost us all time and money.

 37  Both articles argue for Brenda Martin’s election, but they present information in different 
ways. How is each article organized? Compare the way information is presented in the 
two texts. Use details from each text to support your answer.
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 5. See page 4.
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15. See page 13.
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17. A	 B	 C	 D

18A. A	 B	 C	 D

18B. A	 B	 C	 D

19. See page 17.
20. A	 B	 C	 D	 E	 F

21. A	 B	 C	 D

22. A	 B	 C	 D
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24. See page 21.
25. A	 B	 C	 D

26A. A	 B	 C	 D

26B. A	 B	 C	 D

Session 2: Writing and Research
27. A	 B	 C	 D

28. See page 25.
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32. A	 B	 C	 D

33. A	 B	 C	 D

34. See page 30.
35. A	 B	 C	 D	 E

36. A	 B	 C	 D

37. See page 32.
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